CODEWALK

Helps your providers prepare for the transition to ICD-10
The Challenge of ICD-10
In 2014, the U.S. transitioned to the ICD-10 code set
requiring clinicians to use the new ICD-10 code set for
reimbursement from payers. This represented a major
change in how clinicians document diagnoses in the
medical record and how they are paid for services.
ICD-10 Readiness for the Clinician
For those clinicians who have not transitioned to
ICD-10, Codewalk supports this transition through the
following, Codewalk supports ICD-10 readiness plans:
Build an understanding for the need for
specificity in the medical record
Clinicians are required to submit reimbursement
requests that are coded to the highest level of
specificity supported by the medical record. The
ICD-9 code set currently in use contains

approximately 17,000 codes. The ICD-10 code set
is approximately 155,000 codes. Clinicians will be
examining their frequently used ICD-9 codes and
their ICD-10 equivalents to determine the impact
in the level of specificity needed in the medical
record and the increase of their coding
vocabulary.
Codewalk includes a tool that maps ICD-9 to
ICD-10 codes and vice versa using data from the
Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
Learn ICD-10 Guidelines
Codewalk includes the ICD-10 Guidelines content
Reference tool for ICD-10 coding exercises
Codewalk provides support for ICD-10 training.
Students can use Codewalk as a reference for
completing coding exercises.

Codewalk is a coding reference application targeted specifically at ICD-10.
The ICD-10 code set is broad in scope and the high degree of specificity
makes the code set very deep. Codewalk delivers access to the ICD-10 code
set in a quick, easy to use yet powerful user interface. Features include:

GEMs (General Equivalency Mappings between
ICD-9 and ICD-10)

Powerful search engine

Data views that facilitate the comparison of
documents, codes, and search results

Quickly find an ICD-10-PCS code with the ICD-10
PCS smart code builder
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ICD-10-CM and PCS code set and guidelines

www.microexcel.com

Value to the EHR through providing access to Codewalk
In addition to offering your providers industry leading
services, you can also help them address the issue of
ICD-10. Codewalk offers multiple points of value to the
EHR, including:
Demonstrate proactive support of your customers
by providing ICD-10 readiness tools

Provide customer support in advance of having
integrated ICD-10 coding solutions integrated into
the EHR application
Your providers will be directed to a customized
instance of the site that will include your logo and
be styled after your EHR interface

The site will be secured so only available to your
licensed users

Visit
www.microexcelcsd.com
to set up a demo or contact
us at info@microexcel.com
to learn more!

To learn more about how you can beneﬁt from our IT expertise and
professional services, please contact us at info@microexcel.com
About Microexcel
Microexcel Inc., is a global leader in providing innovative and comprehensive software solutions and services. Founded in 2001, Microexcel merges people and
technology to deliver the most value and return on investment for customers. With headquarters in Secaucus, NJ, and offices worldwide, Microexcel provides full services
and support to clients in the areas of Custom Software Development, Microsoft, SAP, Quality Assurance and Testing, IT Infrastructure, Open Source/Liferay, Staffing, and
Interactive Services. Microexcel is ISO 27001:2013 and ISO 9001:2015 certified and is also a New York and New Jersey state Certified Minority Owned Business Enterprise.
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